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INTRODUCTIC!l
A STUDY OF SELECTED VIEWPOINTS CONCERMING LOITE

Dr.

Harry Harlow, in his presidential address to

the American Psychologists Association in 1958, spoke on
the same subject investigated in this paper.

The title

or his subject,ttThe Nature Of Love", was somewhat
different, but his findings seem relevant to the findings

or this paper.1 Dr. Harlow stated:
Love is a wcmderous state, deep, tend.er, and rewarding. Because of its intimate and personal nature, it
is regarded by some or us as an improper topic far
experimental research. But, what ever our personal
.feelings may be, our assigned mission as psychologists
is to analyze all facets of human and animal behaviar
into their component variables. So far as love or
aft'ection is concerned, psychologists have tailed in
this mission. The little we know about love does
not transcend simple observation_, and the littJ.e we
write about it has been written better by poets and
novelists. But, or greater concern is the fact that
psychologists tend to give progressively less attention
to a motive which pervades our entire lives. Psychologists, at least psychologists who write textbooks,
not only show no interest in the origin and development

1Ha.rry Harlow, "The Nature Of Love," Natural Histarz,May

1959, p.lS.

l
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of love or affection, but they seem to be im.aware
of its very existence. The apparent repression
of love by modern psychologists stands in sharp
contrast with the attitude taken by many famous
and narmaJ. people. The word 11 love 11 has the highest reference f'requency of any word cited by
Bartlett's book of "Familiar Quotations". It
would appear that this e motia:i has long had a
vast interest and facination for human beings
regardless or the attitude taken by psychologists,
but the quotations cited by famous and normal
people have a mundane redundancy. The authors
and authorities have stolen love from the child
and infant and made it the exclusive property of
the adolescent and adUj.t. 11
This paper, while acknowledging Dr. Harlow 1 s fa.'lliliarity with his subject, will attempt to demonstrate two
facts.

First, this paper will endeaver to show that certain

psychologists have far many years been interested in the
origin and development of love.

Selected psychologists

have been chosen to give various viewpoints regarding the
subject of love.

Second, it will be shown that many papers,

articles, and books have been written concerning the subject.
Indeed, the scientists of this day understand a great deal
about the subject of love.

CHAPTER I
A STUDY OF SELECTED VIEWPOINTS

COUCERl~ING

LM.:

Freud's Viewpoint On Love
The earlist viel-ipoint concerning love in this
study was that of Sigml.md Freud.

As was the case of

many early scientists investigating relatively unlalown fields, the possibility far error in judgement

was great.

Most scientists today agree that Freud

made numerous errors in his calculations, but his
great

achieve~ent

was derived from the fact that he

opened the dear for later investigation, and that he
created a monumental nm1 interest in his field of study.
Sigml.md Freud was born in 1856 in Freiberg,
Moravie. of Jewish parents.

Although he attended medical

school, he had no real interest in medicine.

He was,

hm1ever, attracted to the allied fields of psychiatry
and psychology.

His best work was probably done in the

field of psychoanalysis.

3
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Acccrding to Freudian thecry, a child brought
into the wcrH an imcrga.nised chaotic mentality called
The so1e aim ot the Id was the gratification

the Id.
~

all needs, the alleviation ot hunger, seli'-preser-

vatian, love, and preservation ot the species.

As

the

child grew older, that part of the Id which came in
contact with the environment became modified into what
Freud called the Ego.

The Ego strived to curb the law-

lessness te!ldencies of the Id whenever they attempted

to assert themselves incompatibly. Freud believed that
the neurosis vas a conflict between the Bgo and the Id.
When F.reud probed f cr the crigin of hysterical
symptoms, tracing them back into early childhood, he
found physical and psychical. activities ot a sexual

nature at the earlist ages ot childhood.

He concluded

that the traumas underlying the symptoms were invariably
of a sexual nature, since all. his oases produced similar
findings.
in

There:fcre, Freud concl'Uded that sexual activities

childhood could not be considered abnormal., but were

normal phenomena of the sexual instinct.

5

Although Freud was not the first to stuly sex,
his special merit lies in the fact that he treated sex
as a component of the normal personality rather than
treating it as abnormal phenomenon as earlier writers
had done.
Foremost among Freud's theories is that knO\m
as the "libido theorytt.

The theory deals with all of

the impulses which deals with love in the broad sense.
Its main component is sexual love; and sexual union is
its aim.

It also includes self-love, love for parents

and children, friendship, attacbtlent to concret objects,
and even devotion to abstract ideas.
Basically, Freud saw a child passing through
several "lil:ido" or se.."'tual stages.
libido was seen as being in the ego.

The horiestead of' the
The second stage

was one in which the child reached a narcisstic stage of

development.

After the child has passed through all of

these early stages, he is, presumably, able to transfer his
libido to objects outside himself.

In Freudian theory,

6

many norm.al and pathological states depend upon the re-

sulting interchange between these two forces; the libido
and the ego. 2

Sublimation is a word coined by Freud to describe
a process of deflecting libido or sexuaJ. motive activity

from hwnan objects to new objects of a non-sexual nature.
These a.re socially acceptable in most respects.

In subli.I::.-

ation, Freud saw a means to justify the broadening of the
concept of sex, and for giving him a reason for investigating many types of cases which could later be broken
down into cases of pure rex.
Important to Freudian theory regarding the various
en:.otions is the idea of human beings born with "instincts".
He found that his patients {usually neurotics) fell ill
because of their repression of certain experiences, and
that these experiences were, he believed, representatives
of sexual wishes .3 The forces fighting the sexual wishes

were anxieties, guilt feelings, or ethical or
2 Signund Freud, Basic 1-lritings Of Sigmund Freud
(New York, Random House Publishing Co., 1938) p. 16.

3 Otto Fenichel, The Psychoanalytic Theory Of Neurosis
{JJew York, W.W. Norton Co. 1945) p. 60.
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esthetic ideal.a of the personality.

These countersexual

forces could be summarized as "ego instincts", since they
serve the purpose of self-preservation.
When Freud saw the inadequacies of his first
classification of instincts, he proposed a new cne.
The new classification had two bases, one speculative
and one clinical.
vative character

The speculative basis is the conser-

or

the instincts, as characterized by

the constancy principle, namely the fact that instincts
tend toward getting rid of tensions.

The clinical basis

of this Freuiian theory is the existence

or

agression.

He f otmd what he believed to be tendencies ot all kinds
which constituted a considerable proportion of all human
drives.4
Frett! combined the two bases into a new instinct
theory which stated that there were two qualities in
the mind: a self-destructive one, the "death instinct",
and an object seeking quality, striving for higher tmits,

the "eros 11 •

4 Fenichel, p.57.
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Freud's theory could not be ftil.ly explained without
recognizing his ideas concerniDg the "Oedipus complex".
He saw this complex as the climax ot infantile sexuality;

the erogenous development trom oral eroticism via anal
eroticism tvward genitality.

The conditions ot the complex

usually caused guilt-laden mast'Ul'bation, aeeording to Freud.
An overcoming or the complex, which is the replacement at

adult sexuality, is a prerequisite for normality, whereas
an unconscious clinging to the Oedipus tendencies characterized the nelll'otic mind.5
The Oedipus complex is characterized in cases o£
love for the parent ot the opposite sex and death wishes
against the parent ot the same sex. Freud indicated that
this condition of having genital love for the parent ot
the opposite sex and jealous death wishes for the parent

ot the same sex, wu a highly integrated comlrination

or

emoticmal attitudes which is the climax of the long development of infantile sexuality. In thie theory, the
5Feniohel, p. 91.

9

Oedipus complex was seen to be a product of the tam:ily
influences.

If the situation ot the fami.17 were to

challge, the pattern of the complex would also change.
Freud believed that he f 01.md. the phylogenetic origin
of the complex to be in some prehistoric period when
mankind was organized in hordes, led bY" a chief who

was one day killed and ea.ten by his sons, thus inaugarating the first "remorse and inhibition".6
Traumatic experiences frequently were the decisive factors if' the Oedipus complex had not been
surmounted in a normel. way. By seduction, chi1drens'
genitality could be aroused prematurely, and the intensity of the excitment might be beyond the child's
power of control, thus creating trauma.tic states whieh
connect the realms or genitality and threat with each
other.7 Anything that increases fears and thus in-

creases sexual repression causes disturbances in the
6Fenichel, p. 98.
7Fenichel, p. 99.
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overcoming of the Oedipus complex.

Other experiences

that signitJ" similar threats are such things as accidents,
injuries, deaths, and the sudden and unexpected sight of
adult genitals, according to Freud.

He stated that it

was especially- importailt to realize that everything that
the child learns and thinks about hia parent's sex life
will have a bearing on the forming

ot the complex for the

child.
Frem stated that another traumatic event is the

birth ot a sibling.

Trauma is experienced because the

mother's care must then be shared with saaeone else.
The atfects on the child may not be so pronotm.ced i f the
behavior ot the parents does not border on the neurotic.
Most scientists agree that parents are not the
only love objects

ot children. Siblings, uncles, aunts,

grandparents, and friends mq becane love objects, also.
Freud illdicated that children

or

Dl&y'

experience love affairs

a sort with other children ot the same or opposite

sex ar with adults.

Regarding love object choice, Freui

11

distinguished between the anaclitic types-brought about
because of association with earlier love objects-and the
narcisstic type ot choice, in which an object is chosen
because it represents same characteristic or the person's
own persona1it:y.S

Frem,

in his book, The Ego And The Id, raised

the question as to the instinctual characteristics of
the anti-instinctual forces.

He answered by stating that

the anti-instinct forces have an instinctual. character

because they are derivatives ot instincts.

The instinctual

attitudes or the children toward their parents are turned
into forces hostile to the instincts b:y an introjection

ot the parents. Thus, Freud stated, through the influence
of the

external world instinctual impulses have been trans-

formed into anti-instinctual impulses.9
After due modification of the ego by the Oedipus
complex and other forces, there was formed what Frel:d

termed

~·

"superego•. With the establishment ot the

Ss1gnmnd Frem, Basic Writings, p.145.
9Sigmund Frem, The E'o ADI. The Id, (London,
Internaticm.a1 Presa Co., 19.3.3 p.20.
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superego, various mental functions are altered.
changes in part to gullt feelings.

Anxiety

Frend stated that 1t

was no longer an external. danger, loss of love or castration,
but an inner representative of this danger, which threatens
from within.

After the superego is established, it decides which
drives ar needs will be permitted and which suppressed.
Freu:l concluded that the logical judgement of the ego regarding the danger was then complicated by illogical. guilt
feelings.

The ego now has to respect, besides reality,

still another, often irrational., representative of reality.10
In conclu:ling Frem•s viewpoint of the emotion of

love, it can be said that sexuality in man was considered
to be the prominent farce in man 1 s behavior development.
Love we discussed in terms of the Oedipus complex, castration complex, and the various stages ot sexuality of
man.

All personality conflicts of psychotic and neurotic

proportions were firmly basei upon sexual reasons.
example, Freu:l. stated that cases of anxiety neurosis
IDsigmtmd Freui, The Ego And

The

Id,, p.25.

For
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might be cured by stopping one's practlce or ooitus.11
He found (supposedly) that neurosthenia might be caused
by exaggerated masttn'bat1on. 12He saw regressivea and
compulsives as being in a anal-sadistic level, and would
probably consider intercourse (UJ)consciously) as being

a fight wherby the victor would castrate h1I Tiotia.13

Freui saw stuttering as due to inferiority brought on
by the castration com.plex.l4rina.lly, ho saw gambling

causes cantering around masturbation.15
llFenichel,p.
12Fenichel,p.
l3Fenichel,p.
14Fenichel,p.
15Fenichel,p.

187.

iss.

277.
316.
372.

CHAPTER II
A STUDY OF SELECTED VIEWPOINTS CONCERND1G LOVE
Erich Fromn1' s Theory Of Love
The next viewpoint concerning love to be investigated
was that of the contemporary psychoanalyst, Erich Fromm.
Fromm, the author of several books, was born in Frankfurt,
Germany on March 23, 1900. He received most of his .fD:rmal
education in Germany, where he earned his doctorate degree
at the University of Heidelberg in 1922.

He has taught at

several limerican universities and is presently a professor
at New York University where he has taught since 1962.
In Froimn' s viewpoint of love there is the concept
of ht:UJ!.a:n separation.

To be separate means, briefly, that

:man is aware of the ract that he is a separate entity who
is born without his will and will die against his will.
He is alone and helpless against the forces of nature and of
society.

It is important that he find means to end his

14
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separateness and unite himself with other men. Fromm
statel that awareness of human separat10J3.1 without reunion by love, is the source ot shame, guilt, and an:ziety.

To absolutely' fail to achieve the overcoming

or

separate-

ness means insanity.16
Framn stated that mankind attempts to identify
or gain union with the rest of the world by three types

The first type of union is that of orgiastic

or union.

states.

This is the case ot the auto-induced trances,

sometimes with the use

or drugs.

Many rituals

or

primi-

tive tribes are indicative of this type of soluticm.
Closely related to the orgiastic solutian is the sexual

experience.

Fromm stated that the sexual orgasm. can pro-

duce a similar state as that produced by drugs or by a

trance.

All f'orms ot orgiastic unicm have three character-

istics; they are intense, they occur in the total persona.1.i t;y; they are transi tor;y and periodical.

The seconi method

or

union is called ccmf'ormit;y.

l6Er1ch Fromm, The Art Of' Loving ( Hew "york,

Harper Brothers Co., 1956) p.8.
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Most people are not aware that there is a need to conform.
Fromm stated that we like to think

or

ourselves as individual-

ists and :aany times go out of our way to prove our individual-

ism.

However, he stated that ve actually want to conform

and need to.

Conformity is closely allied to the term

equality. But, this is not the equality that is so important
to Western Civilization.

Equality today, according to Fromm,

means "sameness" rather than oneness, which is relevant to

his idea

or love.

Union by conformity is not intense and violent.

It

is caJ.m and dictated by routine. Man follows planned eonf ormity from his birth to his f'uneraJ., which he sees, according

to Fronnn, as "his last great social event."
The third way of attaining tmion is that o! vreative
activity.

Here, man attempts to unite him.self with the

world by the process of creaticn. He may paint pictures,
build houses, or write music. But, there must be an element
of a:reation there and not merely production such as is the
case of the man working en the assembly line in a fact<ry.

17

i l l three ways

or

attaining union give cmly partial

answers to the question ot existence.

Unity achieved by

conformity is only pseudo-tmity. The tmity which is
arrived from orgiastic fusion is transitory, and the mity
achieved in creative work is not interpersonal. Fromm
stated that the real answer lies in love because it can
cause an interpersonal tmion.17
Framn discussed two f'orms ot love, one which is immature, the other mature love. Symbiotic tmion is the
name he gave to those f'orms ot love deemed to be immature.
They are illlmature because they deal with that relationship
between pregnant mothers and their .foetus.

They live to-

gether and need each other. While they are two, they are
yet one.

Mature love is defined by FrCllDD. as being union that
preserves one's integrity and individuality. It is an
avtive power in man, according to Fromm.

This is the love

that makes man overcome the sense ot isolation and separateness. Here, two beings become one and yet two.

17Erich Fraam, p .18.

One

or

the

lS

main principles involved is that of giving to others,

instead of receiving. Frmm called the ability to give
the highest expression

or

potency and correlated it to

the sexual act where in the ma1e gives to the female
and vice versa.

The ability to give is closely related

to the character development of the person.
There are certain basic elements to all forms or

love which are care, responsibility, respect, and
knowledge. The first element, care, is obviously in
a mother's love far her child. In broader terms, care
implies an active concern for the 11#.'e and growth
that which we love.

If'

or

there is no active concern, there

is no love, according to Fromm.
Framn saw responsibility as an entirely voluntary
act indicating response to another's needs. For one to
be responsible, he must be able to respond.
be ready to respond.

In the case

or

He must also

two adults in love,

it refers to the psychic needs of the person.
Respect is not used within the meaning of todays

19

popular usage.

It denotes, instead, the ability to see

a person as he really is •

Respect means to have concern as to

how the other person grows BJld mifol.ds, individually.
is an implicatian or lack ot exploitaticm.

There

Franm stated

that i f a person really loved another, he will want the
other to grow for his own sake.
Knowledge is fundamental to the problem ot love tor
two basic reasons.

First, we want knowledge ot man so

that we can penetrate the secrets ot man's soul, according
to .FrOJID11.

He stated that we need to discover those inner-

most parts ot mankind that have never been investigated.
Fromm contended that care, responsibility, respect,
and knowledge are mutually interdependent.

They form a

symdrone of attitudes whibh are f'ound anJ.y in the mature

person.

The mature person is one who has developed his

powers productively, who wants what he has worked tar, who
has given up narcissistic dreams, and who has acquired
hmility.ls
Framn disagreed. with s ane ot Freud's views on love

18Erich

Fl"omm, p. 35.

20

and sex.

Fretd saw love as an expression o.r a sublimaticm

of the sexual. instinct, rather than recognizing that sexual desire is one manisfestatiao. of the need ro.r lOTTe and
Freud's theory ot love and ses was not criticized

union.

by .Fromm merely because it overemphasized sex, but because
he tailed to understand sex deeply enough.
In discussing child developmen'b and love, Frcmn

indicated that up to the age of eight to ten years olt,
the problem is only one of being loved. Before that age,
he does not love, he merely responds to it in various ways.19
At that time, the child's development creates a new element.
For the first time, he wants to give something to his mother
and father.

In adolescence the needs

or

the other parson

becomes .more impo.rtant than the child's own needs. Giving
to others becomes more satisfactory and joyous than receiTing.

Thoughts are turned to loving instead of being

loved.
It is notable, also, that as the child ages, his
r4J,at1anship to his mother looses same of its importance,
1 %rich Framn, p. 47.
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while his relationship with his father
portant.

bec~~es

more im-

The father represents to the child, the world

of thought, :man:made thines, law and order, discipline,
and adventure.

Too, it is the father that advises and

guides the child down the worldly road, according to
Fromm.

Fromm continued by stating that it is generally

after the age of six, that the child needs his father's
love, with its authority and guidance.
Frorrm1 stated that lo-.re is not a relationship
with one specific person.

It is an attitud.e or orien-

tation of character which determines one's relation to
the world as a whole.

20

For a person to love a single

person should not be considered real love, but symbiotic
attacrunent.
In Fromm' s theory, there are five types of love,

of which brotherly love is the most fundamental.

Brother-

ly love is the kind of love that the bible discusses
when it says that we should love thy neighbor as thyself.
20Erich Fromm, p. 47.
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It is a love between equals.
The second type ot love is motherly love, which has

already been discussed to sane extent.

This is the case

where care and responsibility are so impartsnt to the
preservation of the child's life and growth.

Unlike

brotherly love, motherly love is one ot inequality, where

one needs all ot the help, and the other gives it.
Erotic love is the third ot Fromm' s type• ot love.
It is defined as the craving far complete fusion with one
other person.

While in motherly love, two people who were

one beccane separate, in erotic love two people who were
separate become one.

Fromm. considered this to be the most

deceptive form ot love.
Complete fusion is necessary before there is true
erotic love, and it is sexual desire which stimulates
fusion.

One should not be misled to believe that he is

in love simply' beeause he wants another physically.

Sexual desire can be caused by the anxiety ot alonenesa,

2.3

by vanity, or by the wish to canqmr or be canquered, as
well as it ea n be stimulated by lwe.

When love inspires

the wish tor sexual ml.ion, the relationship is c:me

or

tender-

ness instead ot greediness or a wish to conquer. If a sexual
union is created without real love, the t.mion will leave
those involved as tar 'J)art as they were bef'ore.

They may

even hate each other or be ashamed ot each other. 21
The f'ourth type

or

love is called selt love.

disagrees with Freu:l's theory that it is
oneself.

al~

Fromm

bad to love

He contended that if' it is a virtue to love one's

neighbor, it should be a virtue to love oneself', since both
are a part

or

the human race.

This same idea is expressed

in the bible by the quotation •love thy neighbor as thyself"!

Framn theorized that "if an individual is able to love productively, he loves himself, too".

•If he loves only others,

he cannot love at al.1."22
When the question or self' love is considered, one

generally turns bis thoughts to that ot selfishness. .Fromm

~ich Framn, P• 58.
22Erich Fraum., p. 60.

sees selfishness and self love as being actually opposites.
He stated that the selfish person does not love himself too
much, but too little. This lack ot care for hiaself is o.nJ.y
an expression of his lack of productiveness, which leaves
him empty and frustrated.

Selfish people are not capable

or loving others anymore than they are or loving themselves.
The fifth type of love mentioned by Fromm is the love
of God.

This love al.so stems from the need to overcame

separateness and to achieve union.
Throughout the centuries theistic religim has been

either matriarchal. or patriarchal.
historical. time.

m nature

depending upon

The patriarchal aspect of religiCll makes

one love God like a father.

In this sense, God is strict

and just and punishes and reil'8l"da. While the matriarchal
aspect of religian receives God as an all-embracing mother
who wil1 lcwe her creations regardless of the circumstances.

Fronun stated that a parallel can be drawn between

the love of one's parents and the lcwe of God. 23 The child
23

Erich Framn, p. 91.

25

starts out by being attached to his mother. He is helpless and needs her love and protection.
to his father tar guidance and affection.
by a need tor the father's praise.

Then he turns
He is motivated

In the f'ull maturity

stage, he has freed himsel.f f'rom both his mother and father
and has established those fatherly and motherly principles

in himself.
father.

The individual has become the mother

am

the

In history the same development can be seen.

First, there is a helpless attachment to a motherly poddess,
then the obedient attachment to a fatherly God.

In the

mature stage, God ceases to be an outside power and man
has incarparated the principles or love and justice into

himself.

Fromm indicated that in our contemporary religions,
all of these stages can be seen at some place in the warld.

He stated that a man's love tor Gcd earresponds to the nature

of his love far man. Love far man is relatei directly to the
type of society in which he lives.24

~ich Fromm,

Man

Brothers,. 1952 ) p. 80.

For Himself ( New York,. Harper

CHAPTER III
A STUDY OF SELECTED VIEWPOINTS CONCERNING LOVE
The Viewpoint Of Karl Menninger
Another interesting viewpoint regarding the subject
of love is that of Karl Menninger, chairman of the board
of trustees

a."'ld

chief of staff of the Menninger Foundation.

Menninger was born in Topeka, Kansas in 1893.

He graduated

from the University of Wisconsin and later earned a medical
degree from Harvard.

He has been a clinical professor of

psychiatry, and a neuropsychiatrist for various hospitals.
He has written extensively on the subjects of love, hate,
and the human mind.
Basically, Menninger contended that love is one of
several drives that are inherent at birth.

He saw the

scientific theory of love as a theory of interaction and
fusion of the erotic and the destructive drives.25
25Karl Menninger, Love Against Hate (New York,
Harcourt, Brace & Co., 1942) p. 262.

26

27

He stated that it was necessary tar the ego to make carrpramises between what our instincts demand
intelligence

and

what our

sense of social reality permit us.

and

An

example of this is that primitive man could kill wha.t he
liked, and he could gratify his love instinct without

reference to any restr1etio.ns. Co.ntemporaey man can do
neither.
Menninger emphasized the idea of fusion among the
various drives (or impulses) by stating that love is
capable of modifying the hate impulses and bringing them
within the range of social acceptance and usefulness.

But, on the other hand, he stated1hat the love instinct
itself must be modified

and

altered. All impulses are

seen to be alloys or .fusions of the :mda two impulseslove and hate.
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Consequently, there is no such thing as

pure love or pure hate.

Menninger's concept of love expression can be shown
in three forms.

First, it is absorbed in the partial or

26Karl Menninger, p. 266.

complete neutralization or the destructive instinct,
(the wards instinct, drive, and impulses are used interchangeably) or in what is considered sublimation. Second,
it is expressed in extensions or love to nonsexual. objects.
This can be seen in one's love far nature, inanimate ob-

jects, pets, and friends.

Last, love em be seen as

that which is expended upon objects which are generally
considered sexual in eYery meaning or the ward.
Menninger stated that it is only a step r ram the
love

or inanimate objects such as automobiles, watches,

and garments, to the love of' animate but nonhuman objects,
such as flowers, trees, and birds. He added that the personification of inanimate and nonhuman objects and the
bestowal. or love upon them is a familiar phenanmon or
childhood; dolls, rabbits, dogs, and toys or all kinds
take on human qualities and are beloved, sometimes even
beyond that ot any human beings. 27
27
Karl ?$..enninger, p. 263.
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Menninger went on to describe at great length
the concentration

or

affection upon monhuman objects

and indicated that this practice was described by other
writers as being infantile, retichistic or totemistic.
He stated that the psychological process of substituting
a part for the whole and identifying nonhuman objects
may

absorb more love than necessary and become so ex-

aggerated in their relative importance, that love for
human beings is seriously impaired. 28An example of this
is seen in misers or in people who are overly kind to
animals but unkind to human beings.

However, this kind

of love expression is considered, by Menninger, as a
proper and necessary form when kept within proper proportions. He stated that it is quite valuable to same,
especially children, who are not satisfied with their
human associates.

Menninger continued by stating that love could
be seen in the many ways in which human beings attach

28Karl Menninger, p. 271.
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themselves to one another in groups.
called gregariousness.

This is generally

Although some earlier writers,

such as William Trotter in his book, Instincts Qf The Herd
In Peace And War, attributed this trait to a herd instinct,

Menninger and later authors do not ascribe to such a
philosophy.

Instead, Menninger believed that men gathered

together for simple reasons of greater economy, safety, or
power.

Eowever, he indicated that there are occasions when

gatherings occur in which the affection of people for each
other is the moving spirit. Menninger found that there is
a spontaneous tendency in our country to organize clubs,
I

societies, unions, and associations.

He continued by stat-

ing that wherever people gather together, there is bound

to be an exchange of feelings and the mutual stimulation
of affection.
Emphasis was placed upon the fact that cultivating
friendships is important to the creation and maintaining of
love.

Friends are not true friends i f the relationship is
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merely for recreational or convenient distractions from
the routine of life.
himself to his

O\J?l.

The man with no friends has abandoned

destruction. 29

Menninger indicated that although most people want
very much to be friends with others, they have crude ways
of promoting the friendships.

He said that it is easy to

observe feeble attempts of some people to become friends
of their associates.

They may use such means as forced

cordiality or sometimes even a fDrm of razzing.
Love may be seen as a yearning for mutual identifi-

cation and personality fusion and a desire for fuller
lmowledge of one another.

Friendship, Merllrlnger believed.,

would merge into love once a mutual understanding and
identification was established.

This could be accanplished

by such things as the functions of eating together, talking

together, p1a.ying together, end listening •.30These

are the very things according 1o Menninger that .roster the
29Kar1

i-

•

~,1enn1nger,

p. .c....,71:."-' •

.30Karl Menninger, p. 279.
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creation or establishment.
The sharing of food was seen as the first expression
of love.

This, of course, goes back to the maternal function

of nursing a child.

Associated with the act of sharine fooc.l

is the allied form of love expression-the 1iving of gifts.
Menninger stated that being given food is the first
expression or love that a child tuiderstands.

J.!,enninger saw

food giving as the child's introduction to lo;re.
supposed to equaJ. love.

Food is

It was shown that one of the first

impulses of people attracted together is to eat together.
This left many opportunities for courtship.

The importance

of eating together is related to the Christian religion in

its institution

or

the act called "co:mmtuiion11 •

With regards to this viewpoint of love, talking together was seen to be ano·f;her important means of fostering
love.

This author indicated that, as a rule, women have a

greater fondness than men for "talking together".

They

may even carry talldng together too far by wai"'lting to discuss
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interpersonal problems which males ere disinclined to discuss.

However, when the male refuses to say anything, it

is most frustrating to the female.

Menninger added, and

most scientists would agree, that people need to talk to
one another more, discussing those problems which can cause
so mueh difficulty, and yet may be easily solved through
discussion.

It can be noted that the Jews, who tend to

express themselves agressively in verbal argument, also
tend to have few divorces and little physical conflict.
The Anglo-Saxon avoids verbal and physical conflicts between husband and wife in an attempt to promote peace and
happiness, when, in effect, he does more harm than good.
Listening was considered by this author to be one
of the most powerful and influential techniques of htmlBn
intercourse.

It was seen to be an extremely important

factor in fostering love.

The importance of this technique

can be seen in psychoanalysis.

Here, it is concerned with

tmcritica 1, but attentive listening.

The technique of

listening was not invented by the psychoanalysts, but was
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highly developed by them.
TWo other practical. devices which can be used to promote love are 'W)l"k and play.

Menninger s bowed that a certain

correlation existed between a man's success atWlt'k and his
love life at home.31 He stated that it is good that same
men and women could actually work together earning a living,
because the more experiences spouses have together, the more
chance there is for love and happiness.

It was suggested

that men many times failed to appreciate. the idea of working with his wife.

This is probably due to the fact that

man feels his masculine indepedence is threatened by female
help.

It is sometimes the female who refuses to work with

the husband because she fears that her personality will be
submerged in the m.an•s ambition.

There are many obstacles

that tend to prevent men and women from working together
such as young children in the femily, lack of similar edueation, or lack of money.

This scientist felt that it

would be gocxl i f more husbands and wives could work together
31Karl Menninger, Man Against HimseJJ: (New York,
Harcourt, Brace & Co., 1938) p.150.
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because they would gain tolerance and understanding.
Play as a device for fostering love was not discussed at great length.

It was shoun that we are moving

into an era of increasing participation of both sexes in
sports and outside activities.

This can do much to add

to the stability of the modern family.
In Menninger 1 s concept of love, the physical union
or sexual life plays an important part.

He felt that our

civilization is still very backvard regarding sex.

He

contended that popular attitudes involving sex was seen
to be largely a mixture of salaciousness and shame.

He

felt that there are still too many people who believe
sexual pleasure to be only incidental. to tbe more iJ:n...
portant business or procreation.
Menninger blamed most of our present sexual problems
on an agressive, nonunderstanding civilization.

He stated

that for centuries society ma.de needless demands whi.ch discouraged erotic life.

He continued by showing that Christi-

anity did much to suppress the sexual life.

For a time, he
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stated, Christian fathers desired to abolish sex completely.
He completed his admonishment of society by stating that it
was gocd to recognize the many and various social pressures
but social pressures result from the "accumulation and organization of the child's experiences with his parents."
Menninger suggested a nUitber of obstacles to the direct
gratification of the sexual drive.

However, he stated that

an enormous change in popular thinking about love has taken

place in the last two decades and believed this to be a good
sign.
Most scientists agree that the development of the
emotion love begins in the early childhood.

There are several

factors that have bad influences on a child's ability to love.
These factors are calJ.ed childhocrl frustrations by 1'1enninger.
He stated that early in childhocd, the child has a
great deal

or

difficulty in making proper differentiations

regarding what is good and what is bad.
friends for enemies and vice versa.

Many

The child may mistake
wror,g estimates and

mis'tlllderstandings would havet.o be vorrected by a continuing
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testing process.
Great emotional disturbances may be caused by the
forcing of ftmctions of excretion.

Frustrations are connected

with nursing and weaning as well as toilet training.

Menninger

stated that what is usually ·wrong, and causes so much trouble,
is attitude instead of technique.

He stated that parents

would forbid the use of "bad habits" such as toilet play,
thun:bsu.cking, or manual manipulation of the genitals, but
they will not attempt to replace them with something more
acceptable.
When the child is a little older ther is more evidence
of his sexual life.

.Al though the child s ees manisf estations

of sex all arotmd him, he learns quickly that he must act in

accordance with predeter:mined rules and not become outwardly
concerned about sex.

Still at a very young age, emotions of

jealousy are directed toward the parents in the form of the
"Oedipus complex. n

".l?

·

To decrease unnecessary frustration of the child, this
author suggested that rev an things be guaranteed him. 33
32Karl Nenninger, Love Against Hate, p. 45.
JJKarl Menninger, p.60.
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1. He should have the opportunity for frequent periods of
sucking, preferably at the mother's breast.

2. The child should not be trained in f'unctions

or

excretions

tmtil he has acquired a primitive sign language by which he

can make his needs known.

3. The child should have a long and uninterrupted period of
consistent psychological mothering by one individual.

4. There should be

a rather and a mother in a harmonious

relationship to set a pattern far the child's lave development.

5. There should be no reproaches, threats, intimidations,
or punishment regarding physical manisf estations of his

sexuality.

6. The child should be treated as a separate individual who
possesses certain needs, rights, and feelings.
7. Honesty, truthfulness, and sincerity should be used 'by
the parents in all relations to the child.

CHAPTER IV
A STUDY OF SELECTED VIEWPOINTS CONCERNING LOVE
The Mcdern Concept Of Love
The most current concept of the emotion of love is not
a stu:ly or a particular scientist, as was round. in the previous viewpoints, but is a collective viewpoint of several
authors.

Some or the viewpoints studied were those of
u

Harry Harlow, professor of psychology at the tfu.iversity of

Wisconsin, Arthur Jersild, professor of education at Columbia
University, Leonard Carmichael, secretary of the Smithsonian
Institute, and .Arnold Gesell, professor of medicine at Yale
tm.iversity.
Four important essentials seem to make up the current
concept or child emotional. development.

These muct be con-

sidered before the subject of html8ll love can be stu:lied.34
34
Leonard Carmichael, Manual ot Child Ps:y;chology
(New York, J. Wiley & Sons Co., 1946) p. 3.
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l.

The child is seen as a growing organism who generates
from a single cell to a complex organization of structures
and f'tmotions as an adult.

2.

The child is a spatially separated tmit that functions
as an organized whole in the situations he meets.

3. The child lives in a context which is not simple or
unitary and which affects his behavior and development.

4. Child behavior is an on-going process that is not reversible.
Carmichael stated that "the concept of simple and single
causes of behavior must be replaced by concepts or multiple
causations, reciprocal relations, and the progressive cumulation
or effect.n35
The healthp person, whether it be child or adult, is constantly involved in a process of self-realization. He must learn
to deal with irritants and cope with frustrations.

In the process

of living and in the process by which a growing person cames into

35

Carmichael, P• 4.
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his o;m a..."ld realizes hi:nself there is li/.:ely to be considerable frustration coupled with suffering and pain.

The main

point is that there must be a forward impetus in growth; a
grouing child seeks to be himself and independent of
others.3 6
An outstandi::-ig feature or a child's development is

that as his capacities for doi.."'lg, thinki.-ig, and feeling emerge
in the process of groirth he has an impulse to put them to use.
For example, when a child developes the mechanics for creeping,
he will creep regardless of any inducement from the outside.
Tnis principle of development is knovm as the principle of
indegenous motivation.37

As a child endeavers to use his capacities for relating
himself to others, he may realize the joy of companionship,
but sooner or later he will know what it is to be lonely.

As he realizes his possibilities he not only will see what

close companionship with others might mean, but he will realize
that there is a wide gulf between him and many of his associates.
36Arthur Jersild, Child Psycholo_gy (New York, PrenticeHall Co., 1954) p. 24.
37Arthur Jersild, p. 2s.

The healthy person is not a person who is nvver hurt.
He is one who ean learn from being hurt.

The healthy person

may have fears, angers, hostilities, or an:ziety, but he has
the ability to venture forth

thro~h

sometimes painfuJ..

episodes and gain something fran it.
To lmderstand human beings and their emotions, it is
necessary to recognize the influence of both heredity and
environment.

Jersild stated that a person oannot discover

what his inherited capacities might be, and he cannot realize
them unless the environment is propitous.

The more stimulus

and opportunity the environment offers the more it will underscore the importance of heredity, for it will give opportunity
for inherited qual.ities to came into prominence.
The concept of heredity is important, but it does not
mean that one's life and fate is predetermined. Respect for
each persons endowment is necessary for optimal growth.
Unless we realize, stated Jersild, that there are certain
hereditary limitations and restrictions on every individual,
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we may place unrealistic expectations upon him.
It is interesting to note that the investigation of
contemporary authors of the current thought on emotions
almost never speak of the emotion of love specifically.
They will generally speak of the emotions as a group and
correlate them to growth and learning at a particular stage
of development.

They generally indicate that during a

child's development two factors are at work-growth and
learning.

The factors are interdependent and cannot be

isolated in pure .form, yet they may be separated for the
purpose or study.

Learning represents a modification of

behavior that comes about by virtue of experience, use,
or exercise.

The term "maturation" denotes the process

of ripening, of moving toward complete, or mature develop38
ment.
:Many

studies have been perf'ormed on children vhich

indicate that an opportunity for even concentrated practice
of a performance is not a substitute for the changes that
38

Jersild, P• 39.
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come with growth and such practice as a ch1ld receives incidentally in the course of his everyday life. 39
The effects of maturing, as distinguished simply
from an opportunity to practice ar to learn, appear also
in the development of social and emotional behavior.
Modern concepts or emotional development would
agree with Erich Fromm when he stated that the story ot
social development is also a story of the child's struggle
to be an individual. in his own right, to assert and express
himself as an independent creature.40Most or the scientists
studied in this paper would agree to the same theory.
The emotional development during infancy and childhood is closely interwoven with other aspeets or development.

As a child's senses become more acute and his capacity

for discrimination and perception mature, the range ot events
which arouse emotion grows llider a.Id wider.

With the growth

of his understanding and imagination the things that effect

him emotionally become inareasingly involved with symbols,
39Jersild, p. 46.
40:mrich Fromm, The

Art

Of L9'!ini, P• 110.
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abstract plans and values.

The child begins to become

concerned 'With events of the past and with what may happen
in the future. 41
There seems to be general agreement that children
at an early age display a desire to receive and an impulse
to bestow love.

Jersild stated that it is generally accepted

that a child needs to reveive a great deal of love and
affection.
There is a difference in interpretation concerning
the origin

or

love. According to Jersild, one viewpoint

sees love as an original, primary._ emotion, inherent in the
child's nature.

A second viewpoint is that a child's need

for affection is an outgrowth of his helplessness.

There

is also the viewpoint that the child' 8 love for a person
or thing is a conditioned response.42
The last interpretation, which implies that a child's
affection for others may be an extension
41Jersild, p. 231.
42Jersild, p. 233.

or

his own selfish
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concern, seems to correlate with s ome manisfestations of
love that can be observed in everyday life. But this
represents only a part of the story.

Al.though learning

is important in deciding whom and what the child first
will be fond of, it is also important that the child first
have the potential.ity for affeeticm. and concern for others.
The first expressions

or love

in a child's life a.re

met shortly after birth and usual.ly generated by the mother
in the form

or

fondling and care.

ciprocates by laughing or smiling.

The child usually reFriendly responses

will most often outnumber unfriendly infant acts. He
quickly forms attachments to various members or the family
and

friends.
After the age one year, the child will form strong

attachments to inanimate objects and animsJ.s.
and

Dolls, bears

other toys become very importe11t to the child.
In the case or the large family, varying degrees of

affection may develop between different members even when
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all get along well.

An older child may "adopt" one of

the yoimger ones as his favorite, or two children near
the same age may become especially loyal to each other.
Many such cases are quite ccnmnon.
I~

studies have been made dealing with the problem

of what love or the lack of love may have on a child's
emotional development and adjustment.

Jersild describes

several studies made in orphanages by H.M. Skeels which
in8icate that children who are not use to receiving
affection will be more defensive and feel less free to
avail themselves of friendly attention than those in a
friendly home environment.

A study by A. J. Broadbeck

shows that even during the first six: months of life, infants in orphanages make fewer and less varied speech
sounds than did children of high or low socio@e9ftomic
status who were brought up by their parents. 43 studies
by F. L. Goodenough and R. Gould indicate that the degree
of affection betwven a parent and his child w:iJ.1 have a
43

Jersild, p. 235.
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bearing upon his later attitudes (as an adult) with regards
44
to politics,etc.
The emotional development of a child is deeply affected
by what is generally termed rejection and overprotection.

Extreme signs of rejection of a child by a parent may be one

or

the f ollowing: 45
1. Eviction or deserting of a child.
2. Placing the child :in reform school or military

school in order to discipline.
J. Locking the child in a closet or basement.
Signs of rejection, but less severe in form are these:

1. Parental. nagging or spanking.
2. Failing of parents to provide money, toys or other

advantages.
J. Comparing the child unf'avorably with others.

4. Making no effort to improve the child's condition
by seeking

the services of doctors, teachers and the

like.

44Jersild, p. 240.
45D. M. Levy, MaternaJ. Ovez:protectiond-( New York,
Columbia Press, 1943) p.417.
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An

overprotecting attitude may be developed due to one

of the following conditions:
1. Excessive contact of the mother with the child.
2. Prolongnation of infantile care.
3. Lack or excess of parental contral.

4. Indulging child ( cannot refuse requests ).
5. Caring for the child's physical needs to an unusual
degree.
Levy suggested that a mother's tendency to reject or

overprotect may be due to factors in her mm life history such
as a long periOO. of frustration prior to having the child or
unsatisfactory marital. relations.

These attituivs may be in-

fluenced also by various con.ditions of the child's life, such
46
as a severe illness.
There are s ome individuals who are very strongly attached
to the parent of the opposite sex.

The boy's devotion to his

mother, or the girl 1 s affection for her father may be so influential that the characteristics of the favored parent serve

46:n.M. Levy, p.417.
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as a model when the individual, in adult life, seeks a
mate.

Factors involved with the individual's relation-

ship with his parents will have influence upon later
relationships with other people.47
Most theories regarding the development of
sexuaJ.ity and the role of sex in human behavior traee
aspects or sex back to early infancy or prior to birth.
However, modern scientists do not put the great impetus
on sex that Freudian theory proposed.

Sex is not consider-

ed to be the nucleus of emotional development.

It is

simply one important facet or a many si.ded problem.

Here too, learning a,nd maturation dictate the
various phases or sexual development.

When a child be-

comes four or five years old, he has already become
familar with the fact that there is a difference in the
genital organs of the two sexes.

It is not known just how

much interest is actually generated at that 'tiir.e.

It is

47teonard Carmichael, Manual Of Child Psychology,p.320.
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believed by Isvy that r eelings or anxiety, envy, and
hostility may be shown.
Carmichael stated that by the mhoo1 years a large
proportion of children are interested in sex in some wa:y
or another.

However, they tend to conceal this interest

from their parents and other adults.

All healthy, normal

children, sooner or later, become eurious about repro-duction and the in£ormation that they seek will vary
with their maturity. 4S
Stuiies, such as those by G.

u.

Ramsey and A.

c.

Kinsey, show quite clearly that sex activities are carried
on by both sexes at even elementary school age.

Kinsey

f 0tm.d that in his studies that about fourteen per cent

of the females studied reeall.ed that they had experienced
orgasm before adolescence through masturbation or sexual
contacts with other children or with adults.49There are
aJ.most endless such studies which indicate that a rathEr
48Leonard Carmichael, p. 328.

49A. c. Kinsey, Sexual Behavior In The Human Female
(Philadelphia, Saunders Co., 1952) p. 325.
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large proportion of preadolescent children have experienced
the physical. aspects or sex.
Factors relating to the physical aspects of sex
are not the only factors affecting the child's behavior
and

attitudes.

He is

influenced by those aro'tmd him when

it comes to his attitudes toward members of the opposite

sex, his concept of his respoo.sibility and role as a
member of his sex, and his capacity fbr affection toward
the opposite sex.
Sexual practices and attitudes are a means by which

one can express an attitu:ie toward another or others.
Sex may be used to resolve grievances by sexual assatllt

or seduction.

If sex represents shame to a persoo., he

may use sex to shame others.
defiance of authority.

Sex may become a meditun for

Jersild stated that to sane people

sex may be an attitude of yielding and a means for

compliance.50_
50Arthur '1ersild, p. 336.
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Jersild emphasized that sex should not be overrated
nor underrated in relative importance.

Situations may arise

where sex is the central issue, while at other times sex is
only an incidental feature.

He stated that sex is only one

feature of the total of capacities and forces and the biographical events that shape and constitute a personality.
The s tu:iy of himian development is most prominently
displayed in a book "Written by Arnold Gesell called,
Child Ji'ram Five To Ten.

~

In the book a year to year break-

down of various factors (sex, dreams, interpersonal relations,
fears, etc.) are explained, and clearly demonstrate how a
child developes in stages.
The year to year change in the sex traits (for example)
from Gesell' s book would be something like the following,
somewhat abridged.: 51
1. Five year old - n All he wants to know is that the

baby grovs in its mother's "tummy".

His interest

5lArnold Gesell, The Child From Five To Ten (New York,
Harper Brothers Co., 1956) P• 79.
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in sex chiefly in the baby, in the having of the

baby."
2. Six year old - "The relative quiescence of the five
year old vanishes at six, He is interested in
marriage, birth, the opposite sex, and a new baby

in the family."

J. Seven year old - "At seven he is likely to withdraw
from exposure when tmdressing or going to the bathroom..

He is begL"1lling to understand pregnancy.

He is not concerned about. how the seed from his
father got into his mother."

4. Eight year old - "Eight year old daughter will ask
questions regarding sexual intercourse. Boys will
observe the mating of animals."
5. Nine year old -

11

Thare is less interest in repro-

duction, if their desire for information has been
satisfied at eight. "
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Here again, this is a sample of one trait out of
the many that can be separated, for study p'!.U'poses, to

show the gross complexity of the human being.

To stu1.y

the emotion love, there must first be a thorough knowledge
of human development through the processes of maturation
and learning.

CHAPTER V
A STUDY OF SELECTED VIEWPOINTS CONCEimnm LCJITE

Conclusion
It is interesting to note that in this paper the
various viewpoints seemed to take on either a philosophical or a scientific, experimental nature.

Fromn

and Henninger, although both men are closely allied to
science, saw love from a philosophical viewpoint.
Carmichael, Jersild, Gesell and the others saw love
from an experimental viewpoint.

Freud, although he

used the experimental method, was one of the earlist
to study emotions and had to rely or.. a great deal of
theorizing to accomplish his theories.
Freud based emotions entirely upon sexual reasoning.

Nenninger, al though a contemporary of today' s

writers, still held to much of Freud's theories and
saw sex as an important factor concerning love and the
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other emotions. Fromm, a contemporary
much less emphasis on the role of sax:.

or

Menninger, placed

He realized that

there are many factors to be considered in discussing
emotional. development.

The other men investigated saw

sax: as only a minor factor in total emotional dev-elopment.
In conclusion, this paper has attempted to show

that, indeed, there are many people today who are greatly
interested in the investigation

or

the emotion

or love.

They have, in fact, written vast volumes ot material regarding the subject. They have done a creditable job of
breaking down and recording of the various parts
of emotional development.

or

the study
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